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1. GENERAL

1.01 The electrical components that are included on the 35 Electrical Service Units are illustrated in the attached actual wiring diagrams. The individual leads from each component are identified with their distant terminating points and wire color codes.

1.02 Use the listing in Paragraph 2 to determine the identification number of the actual wiring diagram which corresponds to a particular set. The diagrams appearing on the following pages are placed in numerical order.

1.03 Notes included on the diagrams explain the symbols used and point out any special conditions that should be observed.

2. ACTUAL WIRING DIAGRAMS

ELECTRICAL SERVICE UNIT FOR 35 RECEIVE ONLY (RO) SET

2.01 Wiring diagram 4934WD covers the Electrical Service Unit LESU304 (Bell 35D) for 35 RO sets with no call control units. These sets are usually installed in switching centers.

2.02 Wiring diagram 5823WD covers the Electrical Service Unit LESU302 (Bell 35C) for 35 RO sets with call control units. These sets are usually placed at station locations.

ELECTRICAL SERVICE UNIT FOR 35 KEYBOARD SEND RECEIVE (KSR) SET

2.03 Wiring diagram 4933WD covers the Electrical Service Unit LESU305 (Bell 35E) for 35 KSR sets with no call control units. These sets are usually installed in switching centers.

2.04 Wiring diagram 5821WD covers the Electrical Service Unit LESU300 (Bell 35A) for 35 KSR sets with call control units. These sets are usually placed at station locations.

ELECTRICAL SERVICE UNIT FOR 35 AUTOMATIC SEND RECEIVE (ASR) SET

2.05 Wiring diagram 5822WD covers the Electrical Service Unit LESU301 (Bell 35B) for the 35 ASR set.

ELECTRICAL SERVICE UNIT FOR 35 RECEIVE ONLY TYPING REPERFORATOR (ROTR) SET

2.06 Wiring diagram 5864WD covers the Electrical Service Unit LESU306 (Bell 35F) for the 35 ROTR set.

2.07 Functional schematic diagrams for the above electrical service units will be found in the appropriate section for the set with which they are used.